
In the Land of the Blind, the One-Eyed Man is King: 

7 Signs to Spot a House of Cards 

Statistics will proudly boast that international trade is valued in the trillions of dollars each year. 

This is the world of international trade where invoices, warehouse trust receipts and bills of lading 

are exchanged between producers and end users of essential commodities such as grains, metals 

and oil.  These bits of paper are passed through numerous hands before reaching the end users 

as traders and their banks place themselves in the trade flow adding multiple layers of liquidity on 

a single cargo. This world of documents solely reliant on the purported truth of the representations 

contained on its face is blind to the world of the physical movement of goods. The two worlds are 

disjointed, moving at different speeds and involving different actors, creating the potential for 

synthetic trades or sometimes even fake trades. The prevalence of multiple financing cannot be 

understated: for every high-profile trade fraud case such as the Qingdao scandal in 2014 and 

Access World in 2017, there are numerous others handled in private arbitrations by lawyers like 

myself.  With the wheels of international trade turning increasingly on monetizing documents rather 

than goods, what more can be done to shed some light on the murky world of paper shuffling in 

international trade?   

What is the problem? 

With an increasingly connected world wiping out arbitrage opportunities on price margins, traders 

have turned to structuring their trades to leverage on credit positions to create margins. 

Documents such as a bill of lading or a warehouse receipt are treated as title documents to the 

goods. These documents are then used as security or monetized for credit terms from other buyers 

or borrowing facilities from banks. Put another way, credit is effectively the new commodity and 

the underlying goods are just ancillary. But the shrewd trader knows a better way of making money 

– the trader can “roll” these title documents such that these documents are monetized through a

string of buyers before returning to the original seller. The diagram below provides an example of

how a circular trade is carried out on paper while physical goods are moving to a completely

different end buyer.

In a voyage between West Africa or South 

America to Asia (which consumes a significant 

proportion of global commodities), a trader 

has several weeks to “roll” its title documents. 

With a warehouse receipt, the lead time is 

months. As long as the title documents are 

returned before final delivery to its final buyer, 

no one is the wiser of this synthetic sub-trade. 

The opportunity and indeed the reward to 

multiple finance the same cargo, couldn’t be 

greater.  

Revenue is booked across the string of buyers, banking lines utilized – everyone is a winner in this 

game of musical chairs. As long as the music keeps playing. 

But every now and then the music stops because there is a liquidity crunch, typically when a trader 

overleverages itself.  After the smoke has settled and the mirrors broken, we find some bewildering 

trade flows with the banks caught blind, holding on to worthless title documents that have been 

duplicated numerous times over.  
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